
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post Graduate Research Opportunities for 2016  

Background 

In 2015 the Department of Conservation and University of Otago joined forces to create a 
post graduate programme which focuses on relevant and applied research to maximise 
educational and conservation outcomes in and around Southland and Otago including 
Fiordland and Aspiring National Parks.  The benefits are twofold, giving students the 
opportunity and support to undertake practical, applied and relevant research while at the 
same time assisting DOC to better understand the issues and solutions for best practice 
conservation into the future.  In addition to this students can further define their career paths 
and employment opportunities and DOC contributes by building capacity in conservation.  

Following student interest, all research will need to be further assessed against Departmental 
resourcing and budgets. 

The 2016 research ideas from our Te Anau / Fiordland Office includes:  
 
Biodiversity 

 Rock Wren in the Murchison Mtns: Testing the effectiveness of current stoat trapping 
program on breeding and recruitment. Desktop and back country field work. Potential 
Masters/Phd. Lead: Chris Birmingham 

 

 Kiwi in the Murchison Mountains/Secretary Is: Testing the effectiveness of current 
stoat trapping program on breeding and recruitment. Desktop and significant back 
country field work. Potential Masters/Phd. Lead: Hannah Edmonds 

 

 Stoat home ranges: what is the likelihood of a stoat encountering, and being caught, in 
one of our landscape level stoat control operations. Desktop and significant back 
country field work. Potential Honours/Masters. Lead: George Ledgard  
 

 Stoat population modelling: Developing a tool to estimate stoat density and generate 
harvest targets.  Significant desktop and limited field work. Potential 
Honours/Masters. Lead : George Ledgard  
 

 Understorey vegetation condition in the Wapiti Area vs. Outside using the Tier 1 
vegetation monitoring dataset. Desktop and limited back country field work. Potential 
Honours. Lead: George Ledgard 
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 Produce a vegetation map of the Dusky Sound Ecological District-– vegetation 
communities of the Islands and adjacent fringing mainland between the Dusky and 
Breaksea Sounds area. Desktop and minimal back country field work (full page brief 
available). Lead: George Ledgard 
 

 In September 2015 DOC  plans to release Tieke to Five Fingers Peninsula, Resolution 
Island, which represents the first time tieke are transferred to an island with a known 
stoat population.  Investigation includes Tieke monitoring dispersion, survival, 
recruitment and predator density (full page brief available). Lead: Hannah Edmonds 
 

 Best practice Tussock restoration in the Eglinton valley. Design a tussock restoration 
program that is sympathetic with the ecological and tourist values of the site.   
Desktop and minimal field work.  Undergraduate project. Lead: Brian Rance 
 

 Develop a Ecological Restoration Plan for the ecologically diverse area to the South 
West of Manapouri which includes Circle Track, Back valley track and Lake Rakatu. 
Lead: George Ledgard.  
 

Recreation/Visitors 

 Trampers surveys undertaken at huts. Where are they from, how and why they chose 
the selected walk ? What is their level of experience and what were their expectations 
- were they not met, met or exceeded ? Potential Undergraduate project. Lead: 
Pania/Helen  

 

 Hut wardens undertake remote seasonal work and many return annually. What are 
the motivations for this type of work? What are their observations and experiences of 
the changing trends and demographics within the tramping community and what do 
they believe are the issues associated with this change? Potential Undergraduate 
project. Lead: Pania  

 

 Weather plays a vital role in decision making and managing walks and visitor access. 
How do Metservice weather predictions compare with the actual weather and are 
there areas whereby these are repeatedly and discernibly different? Honours ? Lead: 
Pania  
 
 

The 2016 research ideas from our Central Otago District includes:  
 

 Rock wren population abundance and distribution up the Matukituki, in partnership 
with the Matuki Trust. Significant backcountry fieldwork. Potential Honours 
 

 Kea nesting success and fledgling survival in the Matukituki. Significant backcountry 
fieldwork. Potential Masters 
 

 Weka population abundance and distribution survey to understand if the 
Wanaka/Wakatipu islands have reached carrying capacity. Frontcountry fieldwork. 
Potential Masters 



 

 

 

 

 Otago skink setting up an index method in the field and complete the first year survey 
at Glenfoyle. Significant backcountry fieldwork. Potential Honours  
 

 Roys Peak gecko abundance and distribution survey. Significant backcountry 
fieldwork. Potential Honours 
 

 What are the drivers of predator eruptions / populations in open tussock/ seepages – 
retired pasture – shrubland with beech forest fragments compared to beech forest 
ecosystems models. Desktop and backcountry fieldwork. Potential Masters 

 

 How are the predator guild moving through the Motutapu valley. Can predict threats/ 
improve the efficacy of the trap network in response to better knowledge of the 
habitat use (seasonal changes in use) of predators. Significant backcountry fieldwork. 
Potential Masters 

 

 How important (comparatively) are invertebrates – shrubland fruits – rodents – 
hedgehogs – rabbits to the predator guild? Desktop and backcountry fieldwork. 
Potential Masters  

 

 Hedgehogs – what impact are hedgehogs having on invertebrate fauna and as 
competitors for food/ as a predator themselves on a retired and recovery open 
tussock/ seepages – retired pasture – shrubland ecosystem mosaic.  Desktop and 
backcountry fieldwork. Potential Masters  
 

 Rob Roy Glacier Track follow up social survey post implementation of the Mt Aspiring 
National Park Management Plan policies have been successful in managing visitor 
experiences of the track. Backcountry field work (previous survey available). Potential 
Honours 
 

 Social survey of multi-user experience on the Outlet Track. Front country field work. 
Potential Honours 

 
 
The 2016 research ideas from our Queenstown / Wakatipu Office includes:  

 

 Falcon distribution, productivity and dispersal across mixed landscapes of beech 
forest, grey shrubland and pastoral farmland.  The numbers of New Zealand Falcon are 
recovering slowly from past declines, but are still too few to be considered safe from 
extinction.  The Central Otago / Southern Lakes region receives a relatively high 
number of falcon sightings.  The area contains wide tracts of suitable habitats and 
could be a potential stronghold for the falcon’s recovery.  While the threats to falcon 
are well known and readily mitigated - little specific information exists on falcon 
ecology in this district.  If we can better understand where falcon live, their breeding 
success and how juveniles are likely to disperse, resources can be prioritised for 
greatest conservation benefit. 

  



 

 

 

 
The 2016 research ideas from our Invercargill / Murihiku Office includes:  

 
 Understand the mechanism of natural closing at Waituna Lagoon after it has been 

artificially opened. Waituna lagoon is currently opened to the sea mechanically to 
drain farmland. For a variety of ecological reasons we would like to see the lagoon 
shut quickly after an opening event. Sometimes it can take months, even over a year 
for the lagoon to shut. We would like to understand the transport mechanisms that 
occur offshore to further understand that when/if the lagoon needs to be opened 
what are the optimal conditions to ensure a quick closure. There has been limited 
research in this area and it would be great to better understand the longshore drift 
patterns and what happens to the debris from an opening – where does it go and does 
it come back to recreate the gravel bar or are we reliant on new material coming along 
the beach. Masters ?(Submitted by Mike Hilton, still needs confirmation and support 
from DOC) 
 
 
Takahē programme - Half page briefs for all projects available. Lead: Andrew Digby 

 

 Native predator – takahē interactions. Assess impact of pukeko and harriers on takahē 
at secure sites. Includes sites with abundance of pukeko and/or harriers: Mana, 
Motutapu, Cape Sanctuary, Tahwaranui, Burwood. MSc. Potential student, Auckland 
University is proposing a pukeko-takahē study on Motutapu for 2015-2016. 

 Coccidia shedding. How do coccidia shedding rates vary? A sampling protocol for 
coccidia is needed for takahē. A pilot study has shown that there is substantial 
variation in shedding rates with time of day, but further characterisation of this is 
required. Sites: Orokonui, Zealandia, Auckland Zoo, Burwood.  Diploma 

 Transmitter impacts. Measure health impacts of wearing transmitters. Use of radio 
transmitters is an important component of takahē management, but has deleterious 
effects on bird health. Sites: Burwood, Murchison Mountains, northern secure sites. 
MSc or part of a PhD 

 

 Sex bias: determine the cause of sex biases in takahē populations. There is a sex bias 
in takahē chicks hatched at different sites, with Burwood producing significantly more 
female than male chicks, and the opposite bias in the Murchison Mountains. Use 
mixed models to compare sex biases between island sites. Burwood, northern sites 
where appropriate monitoring of reproduction occurs. MSc or Diploma. 

 

 Takahē-stoat dynamics. Assess the impact of beech and tussock masts and 
rodent/mustelid numbers on takahē survival. The takahē population in the Murchison 
Mountains is vulnerable to stoat predations following mast-driven rodent plagues, 
even with an extensive trapping. Murchison Mountains. MSc or PhD. 
 

 Takahē secure site productivity. Investigate reasons for the large differences in 
productivity and population grown among island (“secure”) site. Use a meta-analysis 
and mixed models to compare factors that may influence reproductive success, such 



 

 

 

as environmental factors (climate, soil, vegetation, predators) and population 
characteristics (age, genetics). Mana, Kapiti, Tiritiri Matangi, Burwood. MSc. 
 

 Stoat fates. An extensive trap network in the Murchison Mountains has reduced the 
impact of stoat predation on the takahē population. However, predation events still 
occur, and the density of stoats is unknown. Use radio telemetry or appropriate 
remote sensing methods (e.g. cameras) to determine the interaction of stoats with 
traps and takahē. MSc or PhD. 

 
Kākāpō programme - Half page briefs for all projects available. Lead: Andrew Digby 

 Cloacitis – disease transmission. Cloacitis (cloacal inflammation) is a novel condition in 
kākāpō that results in secondary infections, weight loss, and possibly death without 
veterinary intervention. The cause of the condition is unclear, and it is not known 
whether it is infectious. Use mixed models to establish any links between factors such 
as climate, season and genetics, and use disease transmission models to investigate 
whether cloacitis is infectious. Diploma or PhD. 
 

 Cloacitis – metagenomics. specific E. coli strains have been found in a kākāpō with 
cloacitis but not in healthy birds, including one previously been detected in human 
food-borne disease outbreaks. Further investigations with more samples are 
necessary. Use PCR and metagenomics to test samples from kākāpō and potential 
vector species (teal, petrels, kākā, kākāriki) for pathogens associated with cloacitis. 
PhD.  
 

 Phenology – rimu fruit loss. Kākāpō breeding on Whenua Hou is triggered by rimu 
masting, yet the rimu fruit has only ripened once in the last 20 years, necessitating 
hand-rearing of chicks which would otherwise starve without sufficient natural food. 
Use fruit and soil samples to determine whether climatic effects of resource 
availability limits fruiting, and develop models to predict fruit ripening on Whenua 
Hou and other potential kākāpō sites. Whenua Hou. MSc or PhD 
 

 Phenology – beech. Kākāpō would once have bred in response to beech masts, but 
little is known about the potential for beech to trigger kākāpō breeding. 
Understanding beech as a kākāpō breeding trigger is important for predicting breeding 
on Pukenui (Anchor) Island, and in selecting future Fiordland sites. Use temperature 
difference data to determine the likely frequency of previous breeding and to develop 
predictive models. Compare nutrients of beech seeds to fruits known to trigger 
kākāpō breeding. Honours, Diploma, MSc. 
 
 

 Remote spatial monitoring. The ability to accurately determine kākāpō locations 
throughout the night has a number of conservation management applications, 
including the ability to assess interactions between birds to inform disease modelling. 
Research and trial spatial tracking methods that are suitable from kākāpō which will 
not detract from current management practices. Diploma or MSc. 

 Data collection and organisation. A comprehensive Microsoft Access database is used 
to record all aspects of kakapo conservation management. The programme would 



 

 

 

benefit from the ability to synchronise the database across multiple island sites in real 
or near-real time, and to provide capability for recording data electronically in the 
field on hand-held devices, and ingesting data to the database directly from these. 
Investigate solutions for an online database and hand-held computers to collect data 
in the field, and develop prototype systems for field testing. Diploma or MSc. 

 
 
The 2016 project ideas from our National Office includes:  
 

 Taxonomic revision of the Leptospermum scoparium complex (manuka).  Manuka has 
rapidly become the plant of interest amongst stakeholders in the honey and plant 
nursery sectors due to the health/medicinal properties of the honey that is derived 
from it. Not all manuka is created equal however.  Some races (e.g. manuka from 
Northland, Waikato bogs) produce a honey that has much more effective antibacterial 
activity than others (i.e., unique manuka factor - UMF).  At this point in time it is 
unknown whether manuka is a single, variable species, or a true species complex.  It is 
however likely that the complex consists of more than 10 unique species. 
Undergraduate to Phd. Full taxonomic revision dependant on larger funding 
commitment. Lead. Catherine Beard.  (Subject to resourcing) 

 


